INTRODUCTION
============

The CCR4--NOT is a highly conserved, multifunctional machinery with a general role in controlling mRNA metabolism ([@B16]). It catalyzes the deadenylation process, whereby the removal of mRNA poly(A) tails represses translation and marks the mRNA for degradation ([@B15]). Deadenylation, which is crucial for gene expression and is involved in biological processes ranging from embryonic development to learning and memory, is believed to be a biphasic process ([@B67]; [@B63]). The first phase involves synchronous and stepwise shortening of the poly(A) tail to \~110 nt. In the second phase, which is crucial for triggering decay of the mRNA body, the mRNAs become more heterogeneous in the lengths of their poly(A) tails, ranging from \~20 nt to \~110 nt. Several observations support the hypothesis that biphasic deadenylation is the result of the sequential action of PAN2--PAN3 and CCR4--NOT complexes, with PAN2--PAN3 dominating the first phase and CCR4--NOT the second phase ([@B67]; [@B69]; [@B63]). The CCR4--NOT complex is involved in a number of other important biological processes, including transcription initiation and elongation, ubiquitination and protein modification (reviewed in [@B16]). Members of the CCR4--NOT complex are also associated with various functions in several species, either in the nucleus or the cytoplasm, including DNA repair and histone methylation in yeast, spindle positioning, and regulation of microtubule length in *Caenorhabditis elegans* and spermatogenesis in mice.

The core CCR4--NOT complex is highly and evolutionarily conserved among eukaryotes ([@B23]; [@B2]; [@B30]). Early studies on the *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* complex by mass spectrometry and co-immunoprecipitation led to the identification of the CCR4--NOT complex approximately 0.9--1.2 MDa in size ([@B40]). The yeast core complex was found to contain five NOT proteins (Not1--Not5) and two catalytic subunits, Ccr4 and Caf1 (Pop2). In mammals, including humans, their homologs also form a similar multi-subunit complex which plays a significant role in the regulation of several cellular machines ([@B41]; [@B18], [@B19]; [@B38]; [@B53]; [@B5]; [@B1]; [@B20]; [@B39]; [@B42]; [@B62]). Additional subunits in the human CCR4--NOT complex include RQCD1 (also known as CNOT9/Not9/Rcd1/Caf40), Caf130, Not10 (CNOT10), C2orf29 (CNOT11), and TAB182, although some are species specific. For instance, Caf130 is specific to yeast ([@B16]), while Not10, C2orf29, and TAB182 in the human complex are not found in yeast ([@B37]) and Not10 and C2orf29 are conserved in metazoans ([@B9]; [@B46]).

Interaction studies have shown the *S. cerevisiae* complex is centered on the scaffold protein Not1, which is essential for yeast viability ([@B43]). Similarly, human CNOT1 has been shown to be essential for viability of cells ([@B35]), and is required for cell proliferation but not cell viability in MCF7 cells ([@B48]). Not4 was shown to possess a functional RING finger domain in its N-terminal by NMR ([@B32]), and its human homolog was subsequently confirmed to function as an E3 ligase by *in vitro* ubiquitination ([@B1]). Not2 contains no known functional motifs but has two functional domains: a C-terminal region involved in CCR4--NOT function, and an N-terminal domain that interacts with the protein Ada2 ([@B10]). Not3 and Not5 share similar N-terminal regions, but their respective functions remain unclear. The complex also contains two deadenylases (to be discussed in more detail below), as well as Caf40 and Caf130 with indeterminate function. A number of additional binding partners have been identified for the *S. cerevisiae* complex but will not be discussed further in this review (see [@B15] for more details).

In contrast to the yeast CCR4--NOT complex, which is well-understood as a result of extensive yeast genetics studies, the human complex has been less well studied until relatively recently. Analysis of the human CCR4--NOT complex from stable HeLa cell derivatives expressing epitope-tagged CCR4--NOT subunits confirmed it to be generally similar to the yeast complex in composition, with CNOT1 as a scaffold and interacting with several CNOT proteins (CNOT2, CNOT7, CNOT8, and CNOT9; [@B37]). However, several differences were observed between the yeast and human complexes. For instance, multiple deadenylases are observed in human cells with different binding properties, although both human and yeast CCR4--NOT complexes contain only one Ccr4 and one Caf1 subunit. Whilst CNOT3 was not observed to bind directly to CNOT1 in yeast two-hybrid experiments, but instead binds to CNOT2 and integrates into the complex via this interaction, this view has been superseded by recent structural evidence (discussed below). Finally, CNOT4 is a true ortholog of yeast Not4p but, unlike its yeast counterpart, it appears not to be stably integrated into the human complex although it can interact with the scaffold protein CNOT1. More recently, the *Drosophila melanogaster* CCR4--NOT complex was shown to share a similar composition to the human CCR4--NOT complex ([@B59]; [@B9]). *D. melanogaster* NOT4, a homolog of human CNOT4, is also not stably integrated into the complex. Two additional components, NOT10 and NOT11/C2orf29, were identified to dock onto the NOT1 N-terminal domain and are conserved in both the human and *D. melanogaster* complexes ([@B9]; [@B46]).

Increasing numbers of studies on the properties of the CCR4--NOT complex has led to greater understanding about its three-dimensional structure and its precise roles in the cell. In recent years, the availability of information on the structure and architecture of the CCR4--NOT complex has increased dramatically. In this review, we focus on the structure and architecture of the multi-subunit and multifunctional CCR4--NOT complex, particularly the components involved in deadenylation and mRNA degradation and the more recently characterized NOT module. We aim to summarize the current state of structure-function studies pertaining to the CCR4--NOT components.

ARCHITECTURE OF THE CCR4--NOT COMPLEX
=====================================

To date, two studies have provided detailed information about the overall architecture of the CCR4--NOT complex. In the first, a low-resolution electron microscopy (EM) reconstruction of the 1.0 MDa yeast CCR4--NOT complex isolated using Not1 as bait reveals an L-shaped structure with two arms of similar length (180--190 Å; [@B52]). The CCR4--NOT complex, including the subunits Not1--Not5, Ccr4, Caf1, Caf40, and Caf130, is natively heterogeneous and the authors were only able to obtain homogeneous L-shaped particles by chemical cross-linking of its components. Interestingly, using Caf1 as bait only yielded a Not1--Ccr4--Caf1 complex. The authors reported that relative arrangement of the arms varied between different reconstructions, indicating the whole assembly is flexible and therefore limiting resolution of the resulting EM map. Although positions of the subunits were not experimentally validated, prediction by the authors based on size consideration suggests that Not1--Ccr4--Caf1 is located in the hinge region connecting the two arms (**Figures [1A,B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), where an accessible cavity could provide a platform for interaction with RNA or regulating factors. The NOT module, which has been shown to affect the stability and deadenylase activity of the complex, is predicted to lie in the bulkier arm of the complex adjacent to the deadenylase module (**Figures [1A,B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), thus rationalizing how crosstalk can occur between the two modules. The N-terminal region of Not1 (154--753) would then extend into the thinner arm of the complex where it could interact with other subunits, such as Caf40 and Caf130 in the yeast complex or CNOT10 and CNOT11 in the mammalian complex. This arrangement of subunits in the CCR4--NOT complex is in good agreement with a model constructed with currently available structures of the deadenylase and NOT modules (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**). Tob/BTG proteins bind directly to Caf1, while other regulators could be recruited to either the extended N-terminal HEAT-repeat platform or the C-terminal NOT module.

![**Architecture of the CCR4--NOT complex. (A,B)** Model of the CCR4--NOT complex using X-ray crystal structures docked into a negative-stain EM map of the yeast CCR4--NOT complex (EMDB ID: 1901; [@B52]). Crystal structures of CCR4--NOT subunits were docked into the EM map using the UCSF Chimera software based on size and shape considerations and guided by the prediction of Nasertorabi and colleagues. Structures used for docking are: N-terminal domain of Not1 (PDB ID: 4B89); Not1--Ccr4--Caf1 (PDB ID: 4B8C); CNOT6L nuclease domain (PDB ID: 3NGQ); Not1--Not2--Not3 (PDB ID: 4BY6). The active sites of Ccr4 and Caf1 and the accessible cavity in the CCR4--NOT complex are labeled. **(C)** Map of the interactions in the CCR4--NOT complex (adapted from [@B9]). Subunits or domains are colored according to structures in **(A,B)** where available.](fgene-05-00137-g001){#F1}

[@B9] mapped the interactions of the individual subunits in the *Drosophila melanogaster* CCR4--NOT complex by co-immunoprecipitation and pull-down assays. The results not only confirmed the interactions that have been reported in various species, particularly the yeast and human complexes, they extended the interactions and provided possibly the most complete view of the CCR4--NOT complex to date. The results confirmed that NOT1 (homologous to CNOT1/Not1) is a scaffold protein for assembly of the complex, including the conserved NOT and deadenylase modules. The authors delineated three regions of NOT1 (CNOT1/Not1). The deadenylase module binds to the middle region via a MIF4G domain in NOT1 (CNOT1/Not1), with POP2 (CNOT7/Caf1) serving as an adaptor between NOT1 (CNOT1/Not1) and CCR4 (CNOT6L/Ccr4). A neighboring DUF3819 domain of unknown function in the middle region serves as the binding site for CAF40 (CNOT9/Caf40). The NOT module interacts with the C-terminal region of CNOT1/Not1. In their interaction map, NOT2 (CNOT2/Not2) interacts with NOT1 (CNOT1/Not1), whereas NOT3 (CNOT3/Not5) interacts with NOT2 (CNOT2/Not2) via their respective NOT boxes and has no direct interaction with NOT1 (CNOT1/Not1). Subsequent structural analysis has revised this view (see below). Two studies on the human and *D. melanogaster* complexes also showed that the N-terminal residues of CNOT1/Not1 interact with two proteins, CNOT10 (NOT10 in *D. melanogaster*) and CNOT11/C2orf29 (NOT11), which have no obvious orthologs in yeast ([@B46]; [@B9]). The functional significance of this CNOT10/CNOT11 module is unclear but, as it is not observed in yeast, it has been proposed to be an optional module or a functional homolog of the yeast Caf130 protein.

THE CCR4--NOT DEADENYLASES
==========================

The CCR4--NOT complex includes two distinct deadenylase enzymes belonging to different families (see [@B7] for a review). The first are the DEDD-type nucleases, so named after the conserved catalytic Asp and Glu residues in three exonuclease motifs, including POP2, CAF1Z, poly(A)-specific ribonuclease (PARN), and PAN2. The second are the EEP-type nucleases, or exonuclease--endonuclease--phosphatase, including CCR4, Nocturnin, ANGEL, and 2′ phosphodiesterase (2′PDE). The CCR4--NOT complex is characterized by the presence of one deadenylase enzyme from each family. The yeast CCR4--NOT complex encompasses two deadenylases, Ccr4 and Caf1 (Pop2), both of which are involved in mRNA degradation, although Caf1 is dispensable for the deadenylase activity of Ccr4. The human CCR4--NOT complex is known to have two orthologs for each of the yeast deadenylases, Ccr4 and Caf1 ([@B12]; [@B2]; [@B24]). The two human orthologs of yeast Ccr4 are CNOT6 (CCR4a) and CNOT6L (CCR4), which evidently have different functions as CNOT6L is involved in cell proliferation in mouse 3T3 fibroblasts but CNOT6 is not ([@B50]). This phenomenon appears to be cell-type specific, as both CNOT6 and CNOT6L are required for cell viability in MCF7 cells ([@B48]). The two orthologs of Caf1 are CNOT7 (CAF1) and CNOT8 (POP2/CALIF), which share high sequence similarity, have partially overlapping function and are both important for cell proliferation ([@B4]). [@B37] identified distinct human CCR4--NOT complexes with either CNOT7 or CNOT8, implying that they compete for the same binding site on CNOT1. In the same study, CNOT6 and CNOT6L are mutually exclusive in CCR4--NOT complexes ([@B37]). Structures are presently available for representatives of each family and will be discussed in more detail below.

DEDD-TYPE DEADENYLASES
----------------------

The crystal structure of Caf1 was first determined from *S. cerevisiae* in 2003 ([@B60]), and then from *Schizosaccharomyces pombe* in 2007 ([@B36]; [@B3]; **Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Caf1 adopts a kidney-shaped structure with 13 α-helices and 6 β-strands (**Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Comparison with related structures placed Caf1 as a member of the DEDD-type nucleases with the common fold of the DnaQ subgroup. DEDD-type nucleases are so named because they feature an Asp--Glu--Asp--Asp sequence motif in their active site. Despite low sequence similarity, Caf1 shares structural similarity with the ∊-subunit of DNA polymerase III and the exonuclease domain of DNA polymerase I.

![**The DEDD-type deadenylases. (A)** Crystal structure of the human CNOT7--Tob complex (PDB ID: 2D5R). **(B)** Crystal structure of *S. pombe* Caf1 (PDB ID: 3G0Z). **(C)** Enlarged view of the *S. pombe* Caf1 active site showing the DEDD motif in stick representation. Mn^2+^ and Zn^2+^ ions in the active site are shown as spheres and waters are shown as small red spheres.](fgene-05-00137-g002){#F2}

The structure of *S. pombe* Caf1 provided insight into the selectivity and activity of this class of deadenylase ([@B36]). Two divalent metal ions (sites A and B) located in the active site were found to be essential for activity (**Figures [2A,B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Interestingly, although Mg^2+^ is found in higher concentrations inside cells, the A site of *S. pombe* Caf1 was found to favor Zn^2+^ and the B site exhibited a preference for Mn^2+^, despite a large 100-fold excess of Mg^2+^ in the cell. The composition of the two ions in the active site was also found to have an effect on the kinetics of deadenylation. In the presence of Mg^2+^, Mn^2+^, and Zn^2+^ ions, deadenylation was slow and unspecific, and only \~25% of RNA substrates were completely deadenylated after 160min. In the absence of Zn^2+^, however, Caf1 was observed to quickly and specifically degrade the complete poly(A) tail of the RNA substrate, suggesting that variations in cellular Zn^2+^ levels might provide a means to regulate the overall rate of mRNA turnover. The *S. cerevisiae* Caf1 revealed that the consensus DEDD nuclease motif is substituted by an SEDQ motif and so it lacks several essential highly conserved catalytic residues, implying it may have lost its catalytic activity and that its role might be architectural, such as to recruit Ccr4 into the CCR4--NOT complex. Caf1 was shown to function as an active exonuclease *in vitro* on monotonous RNA sequences, with a slight preference for poly(A) RNA over poly(U) and poly(C). This lack of absolute specificity suggests that Caf1 may not bind RNA substrates in a specific manner, but may involve a substantial contribution of van der Waals interactions.

The structure of human CNOT7, an ortholog of yeast Caf1, was reported in complex with the antiproliferative protein Tob (**Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**; [@B33]). Unsurprisingly, CNOT7 shares high structural similarity with Caf1 from *S. pombe* and *S. cerevisiae*, as well as to a number of DEDD-type nucleases including human PARN. The CNOT7 structure was found to adopt the core catalytic domain of the RNase D superfamily, characterized by the DEDD sequence motif. These conserved acidic amino acids are responsible for metal ion binding. As with the *S. pombe* Caf1 structural study, [@B33] examined the nuclease activity of CNOT7 in the presence of the metal ions Mg^2+^, Ca^2+^, Mn^2+^, and Co^2+^. No activity was observed in the presence of Ca^2+^, and CNOT7 exhibited significantly higher activity for RNA substrates over DNA substrates. Highest RNase activity was observed in the presence of Mn^2+^, suggesting that Mn^2+^ is required for full activity of CNOT7 ([@B33]). A recent structure of the human CNOT1--CNOT7 complex by [@B55] showed two Mg^2+^ ions in the A and B sites of CNOT7, although the two metals are unusually close at 3.9 A due to additional coordination of the A site Mg^2+^ ion by Glu278, as opposed to 4.6 A between ions in *S. pombe* Caf1.

Tob, a regulator that promotes mRNA degradation, is not present in yeast but accumulating evidence indicates that the Tob/BTG family members are common binding partners of CNOT7 in the human CCR4--NOT complex ([@B45]; [@B65]). The interaction of Tob with CNOT7 is largely hydrophobic and mediated by Box A and Box B regions in the N-terminal BTG domain that are conserved throughout the Btg/TOB family, as observed in structures of human BTG2 and mouse TIS21 ([@B68]). The C-terminal region of Tob features a conserved PAM2 motif required for interaction with the C-terminal domain of PABP, suggesting that Tob serves as an adaptor protein for the interaction between the CCR4--NOT complex and PABP ([@B25]; [@B28]). This is in contrast to the PAN2--PAN3 complex, which interacts directly with PABP via a PAM2 motif in PAN3 ([@B58]). [@B28] proposed a hypothesis in which recruitment of a PABP--mRNA complex to the CCR4--NOT complex via the Tob--CNOT7 interaction would cause translation to be interrupted by rapid degradation of the poly(A) tail, presumably by CNOT6 or CNOT6L, followed by repression of cell growth.

EEP-TYPE DEADENYLASES
---------------------

Ccr4 was identified to be the main deadenylase in yeast by the Denis ([@B44]; [@B22]; [@B14]) and Parker ([@B61]) labs. To date, the only structure of an intact Ccr4 nuclease domain is that of human CNOT6L ([@B64]), although a partial structure of the yeast Ccr4 nuclease domain has been reported as part of the Not1--Ccr4--Caf1 ternary complex ([@B8]). The heart-shaped fold of CNOT6L features a two-layered α--β sandwich: two interior β-sheets are sandwiched between outer layers of α-helices (**Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). A prominent active-site pocket at the top of the molecule features two bound Mg^2+^ ions (**Figures [3A,B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Within the active site, the indispensable residue Glu240 coordinates the first, stable ion; mutation of Glu240 or absence of Mg^2+^ abolished enzymatic activity, showing that Mg^2+^ is a necessary cofactor (**Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). Asp410, Asn412, and His529 coordinate the second, weakly bound magnesium ion. Subsequent experiments confirmed that the deadenylase activity of CNOT6L is Mg^2+^-dependent ([@B64]).

![**The EEP-type deadenylases. (A)** Crystal structure of the human CCR4--NOT nuclease domain in complex with poly(A) DNA (PDB ID: 3NGO). The DNA ligand is shown in yellow stick representation and Mg^2+^ ions are shown as spheres. **(B)** Enlarged view of the human CNOT6L active site showing active site residues in stick representation. Mg^2+^ ions are shown as green spheres and waters are shown as small red spheres. **(C)** Substrate binding by human CNOT6L, showing poly(A) DNA (yellow stick representation) and rAMP (pale green stick representation) in the substrate binding pocket. CNOT6L active site residues are shown in pink and Mg^2+^ ions are shown as green spheres.](fgene-05-00137-g003){#F3}

Deadenylase activity assays performed on poly(A), poly(G), poly(C), and poly(U) RNA substrates indicated that CNOT6L has strict substrate specificity for poly(A) RNA substrates, while similar experiments comparing activity for poly(A) RNA and DNA substrates revealed only trace activity for poly(A) DNA ([@B64]). Structural studies of CNOT6L with ribo-adenine-5′-monophosphate (rAMP) and a 5A stretch of poly(A) DNA were employed to probe the structural basis for this strict substrate specificity. In the poly(A) DNA structure, a 3A trinucleotide substrate was observed in the binding site with the scissile phosphate of A~2~ fixed by three bonds: two coordinated bonds with the Mg^2+^ ions and a third between Asn412 and the dissociative O atom of the phosphate moiety (**Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**). The adenine base of A~2~ stacks between the phenyl ring of Phe484 and the ring of Pro365, while a further bond is formed between the 6′-NH2 group of the adenine base and Asn412. A near-identical conformation of rAMP indicates the importance of Pro365, Asn412, and Phe484 in substrate recognition (**Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**): mutating the latter two abolished activity, while mutating Pro365 reduced activity. The purine base G, which shares the greatest similarity with A, has a carbonyl oxygen in the 6′ position that would clash with Asn412, while the pyrimidine base and 4′ --NH~2~ or carbonyl group of C or U bases could not be accommodated within the recognition pocket. Nucleotides A~1~ and A~3~ in the poly(A) DNA complex do not form specific interactions with CNOT6L.

THE DEADENYLASE MODULE
======================

The first structural view of a complete CCR4--NOT nuclease or deadenylase module was reported in 2012 for the yeast complex ([@B8]; **Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). The ternary complex structure is formed between the N-terminal arm of Not1, Ccr4, and Caf1. The N-terminal arm of Not1 (residues 754--1000) forms a structure of five HEAT repeats related to the MIF4G (middle domain of initiation factor 4G) fold. Each HEAT motif consists of two antiparallel helices, termed A and B helices, and successive HEAT motifs pack together in an almost parallel manner. The CNOT1 MIF4G domain features a concave surface with a large patch of conserved residues contributed by the B helices of HEAT motifs 1-5. Another small patch of conserved residues is present on the opposite surface located in the interrepeat loops between HEAT3-4 and HEAT4-5. Although no structure exists for the complete vertebrate CCR4--NOT deadenylase module, [@B55] reported a structure of the binary complex between human CNOT1--MIF4G (residues 1093--1317) and CNOT7.

![**The deadenylase module. (A)** Crystal structure of the yeast Not1--Ccr4--Caf1 ternary complex (PDB ID: 4B8C). The Not1 MIF4G domain is shown in orange, Caf1 in blue and Ccr4 in purple. The crystal structure of the human CNOT6L nuclease domain (light pink; PDB ID: 3NGQ) is shown superimposed onto the partial nuclease domain of Ccr4. **(B)** Crystal structure of the human CNOT1--CNOT7 binary complex (PDB ID: 4GMJ). The CNOT MIF4G domain (orange) and CNOT7 (blue) are colored according to their orthologs in **(A)**. The view shown is the same orientation as **(A)**. **(C)** View of the Not1--Ccr4--Caf1 ternary complex related to the view in panel A by a rotation of 180°. **(D)** View of the CNOT1--CNOT7 binary complex related to the view in **(B)** by a rotation of 180°.](fgene-05-00137-g004){#F4}

In both human and yeast structures, CNOT7/Caf1 is recognized by and interacts with the small conserved hydrophobic patch in the CNOT1/Not1 MIF4G domain formed by the HEAT3-4 and HEAT4-5 inter-repeat loops (**Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**). CNOT7/Caf1 binds CNOT1/Not1 at the opposite side to the active-site pocket, such that the active site is solvent exposed in the ternary complex. Only 8.4% of total accessible solvent area is buried in the Not1--Caf1 interface, leaving a large conserved patch of the Not1 concave surface accessible and exposed to solvent. Other regulatory factors may be recruited to the CCR4--NOT complex via this region. For instance, tristetraprolin (TTP) has been shown to bind to this MIF4G domain of CNOT1 (see below). Residues involved in the interaction between CNOT7/Caf1 and the CNOT1/Not1 MIF4G domain are primarily hydrophobic and are evolutionarily conserved.

Ccr4 interacts with Caf1 via its LRR (leucine rich repeat) domain (**Figures [4A,C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}**), which contains five repeats assembled into a crescent-shaped structure, but makes no direct interaction with Not1 ([@B8]). The N-terminal region of Ccr4 interacts intermolecularly with the LRR domain, forming a single structural unit, while the 70 amino acid linker between the N-terminal region and LRR domain is disordered. In vertebrates, Ccr4 orthologs lack the N-terminal region and the concave surface of the LRR domain is polar. Half of the nuclease domain in the crystal structure is disordered, and the helices in the resolved half interact with the LRR domain. The interface between LRR and nuclease domains buries a surface area of about 400 Å^2^ and involves both hydrophobic and polar contacts. Superimposing the structure of the intact human CNOT6L nuclease domain ([@B64]) onto the partial Ccr4 nuclease domain shows that the active site does not contact Not1 and remains accessible.

Based on structural analysis, [@B8] studied the effects of mutants designed to disrupt the Not1--Caf1 and Caf1--Ccr4 interactions *in vivo*. While Ccr4--Caf1 are active deadenylases in the absence of Not1 *in vitro*, the *in vivo* results confirmed that incorporation of Caf1 and Ccr4 into the CCR4--NOT complex is essential for efficient deadenylation *in vivo*. Disrupting the association of Caf1 with Not1 resulted in a poor growth phenotype at high temperature, and mRNA decay intermediates accumulated when the ternary complex was disrupted. This is in good agreement with the observation by [@B55] that a *D. melanogaster* CAF1 mutant that does not interact with NOT1 has a dominant-negative effect on mRNA degradation, inhibiting it by possibly sequestering CCR4 and preventing its incorporation into the endogenous CCR4--NOT complex. An intact complex may therefore be required for full efficient deadenylase activity, as the complex might target specific mRNA substrates or additional CCR4--NOT subunits may contribute to the activity. For instance, depleting CNOT2 is known to disrupt stability of the CCR4--NOT complex and inhibit its deadenylase activity, leading to apoptosis ([@B34]).

THE NOT MODULE
==============

The second major module in the CCR4--NOT complex is formed by CNOT1, CNOT2, and CNOT3 in the human complex, and by Not1, Not2, and either Not3 or Not5 in the yeast complex. Both CNOT2 and CNOT3 in the human complex possess a NOT-box motif that has been shown to mediate their interaction ([@B70]; [@B9]). In the yeast complex, Not2 is an ortholog of CNOT2, while Not3 and Not5 are orthologs of CNOT3 and thought to be paralogous proteins resulting from a gene duplication event ([@B17]). Sharing similar N-termini but distinct C-termini, Not5 is critically important for yeast vegetative growth whereas Not3 has only very mild phenotypes ([@B53]). Whilst Not3 is predicted to have a similar fold and dimerization interface as Not2 and Not5, it does not bind to a Not2-ΔN mutant in contrast to Not5 and a subset of the dimerization interface diverges between the two paralogs ([@B11]). The precise function of the NOT module remains unclear, but it has been linked to regulation of the CCR4--NOT complex stability and activity, and to recruitment of specific mRNAs ([@B63]). It has also been linked to poly(A) tail shortening, but its overall involvement in mRNA degradation is unclear. The NOT module also has distinct functions from the deadenylase module ([@B6]): for instance, it has been linked to transcription machinery \[see ([@B16]; [@B47]) for reviews\] and cytoplasmic mRNA decay pathways ([@B51]; [@B59]).

Recent three-dimensional structures of the human CNOT1--CNOT2--CNOT3 ([@B13]) and yeast Not1--Not2--Not5 ([@B11]) complexes have revealed the structure and assembly of the NOT module (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Each structure shares a similar architecture in which CNOT2/Not2 and CNOT3/Not5 form a symmetric heterodimer via their NOT-box motifs, referred to as the symmetric lobe (**Figures [5A--D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). Extended N-terminal sequences, termed connector sequences (CSs) by [@B13], extend the heterodimer interface by wrapping around the NOT-box of their neighbor. As the CSs of CNOT2/Not2 and CNOT3/Not5 differ in length and sequence, it is proposed that this structural divergence favors heterodimerization over homodimerization. [@B13] observed that free CNOT2 and CNOT3 constructs containing both NOT-box and CSs tend to aggregate and precipitate in isolation, indicating that CSs are not favorable for homodimerization.

![**The NOT module. (A)** Crystal structure of the human CNOT1--CNOT2--CNOT3 ternary complex (PDB ID: 4C0D). CNOT1 is shown in yellow, CNOT2 in magenta and CNOT3 in green. **(B)** Crystal structure of the yeast Not1--Not2--Not5 ternary complex (PDB ID: 4BY6). Not1 is shown in yellow, Not2 in magenta and Not5 in green. The complex is shown in the same orientation as **(A)**. **(C)** View of the human CNOT1--CNOT2--CNOT3 complex related by 90° to the orientation in **(A)**. **(D)** View of the human Not1-Not2-Not3 complex related by 90° to the orientation in **(B)**. **(E)** Crystal structure of the human CNOT3 NOT-box homodimer (PDB ID: 4C0G). **(F)** Crystal structure of the human CNOT2 NOT-box homodimer (PDB ID: 4C0F). **(G)** The CNOT2--CNOT3 heterodimer (PDB ID: 4C0D) shown in the same orientation as panel E. CNOT2 is shown in purple and CNOT3 is shown in green. **(H)** Superposition of the CNOT2 (PDB ID: 4C0F; pink) and CNOT3 (PDB ID: 4C0G; green) NOT-box structures.](fgene-05-00137-g005){#F5}

The heterodimer between CNOT2/Not2 and CNOT3/Not5 is tightly anchored to CNOT1/Not1 via unstructured, extended peptide regions, referred to as the asymmetric lobe (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). The C-terminal region of CNOT1/Not1 that forms the NOT module consists of 10 HEAT repeats, each characterized by a helix A-turn-helix B motif. The 10 HEAT repeats in the CNOT1/Not1 C-terminal region can be further divided into two units: HEAT motifs 1--6, and HEAT motifs 7--10 (**Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). The short CNOT3/Not5 anchor wraps around HEAT motifs 1--5 and interacts via hydrophobic and polar residues. The long CNOT2/Not2 anchor region zigzags across the surface of CNOT1/Not1, starting at HEAT motifs 9--10 and interacting with HEAT motifs 4--6. Notably, a conserved hydrophobic pocket in yeast Not1 formed by Leu2027, Leu2031, Phe2064, and Ile2071 recognizes Leu9 of Not2 ([@B11]). An L9P mutant of Not2 results in loss of integrity of the *S. cerevisiae* CCR4--NOT complex, highlighting its functional importance *in vivo* ([@B56]).

The NOT-boxes of CNOT2/Not2 and CNOT3/Not5 are contained within their globular C-terminal domains. The NOT-box structure consists of three N-terminal α-helices and a C-terminal β-sheet formed by four (yeast) or five (human) β-strands, with considerable bending of strands β3/β4 (yeast) or β4/β5 (human). The NOT-boxes are most similar to Sm domains, but differ in that they lack signature Sm sequence motifs and lack an additional β-strand that mediates Sm--Sm dimerization. The NOT-box domains of CNOT2/Not2 and CNOT3/Not5 mediate dimerization via their N-terminal helices, resulting in a highly symmetrical heterodimer that adopts the same arrangement as a CNOT3 homodimer (**Figure [5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**; [@B13]) albeit with greater complementarity. A CNOT2 homodimer structure features domain swapping via the N-terminal helices that results in a distinct mode of dimerization from the CNOT3 homodimer and the CNOT2/CNOT3 heterodimer (**Figures [5E--G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**). The NOT-box of CNOT3/Not5 is highly similar to that of CNOT2/Not2 and can be superimposed with an r.m.s.d. of \<1.3 Å (**Figure [5H](#F5){ref-type="fig"}**).

[@B11] further revealed that the ternary Not1--Not2--Not5 complex forms a surface that binds poly(U) RNA *in vitro*, with mass spectrometry analysis identifying a nucleotide-binding site in Not5 centered around Cys546, different from the canonical nucleotide binding site of Sm folds. A U15 RNA substrate did not bind to Not1 or Not2--Not5 in isolation, suggesting that the three subunits cooperate to bind nucleotides, and the structure reveals a surface patch adjacent to Cys546 at the interface between Not1, Not2, and Not5. RNase protection assays used to estimate the length of the RNA-binding path on the complex indicated the accumulation of 11--15 nucleotide fragments, spanning a distance of 45--60 A. Mouse CNOT3 has previously been shown to regulate deadenylation of specific mRNAs via recruitment of their 3′ UTRs, which contain U-rich sequences ([@B49]). In yeast, Edc1 mRNA decay occurs via a deadenylation-independent pathway involving CCR4--NOT components and a poly-U tract in the 3′ UTR.

Based on their structural analysis, [@B13] examined the integrity of the NOT module and its effects on mRNA degradation. In *D. melanogaster*, wild-type Not1 had no effect on mRNA half-life whereas a ΔN-SD mutant resulted in a two-fold increase in mRNA half-life. The ΔN-SD Not1 mutant was still able to bind Caf1, leading the authors to suggest that the catalytic module is sequestered into inactive or defective complexes that are no longer recruited to the mRNA reporter. Depletion of individual Not1, Not2, and Not3 subunits co-depleted the other two subunits, demonstrating strict control of respective protein ratios in the cell. Not1- and Not3-depleted cells also resulted in a ten-fold increase of hsp70 mRNA half-life relative to control cells. Not1 and Not3 mutants were also unable to restore mRNA degradation in Not1- and Not3-depleted cells in complementation assays. Taken together, they showed that an intact NOT module is essential for activity and recruitment of the CCR4--NOT complex and therefore for mRNA degradation.

OTHER STRUCTURES
================

In addition to the deadenylase and NOT modules, the CCR4--NOT complex includes several other subunits that are either peripheral to the core complex or species specific. The CNOT9/Rcd1 subunit (also known as RQCD1 or Caf40) has been shown to interact with CNOT1/Not1 via a central DUF3819 domain of unknown function (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**; [@B9]). The crystal structure of CNOT9 has been determined and reveals an Armadillo repeat formed by a bundle of 18 α-helices arranged in a clockwork spiral (**Figures [6A,B](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**; [@B29]). The Armadillo motif is found in many diverse proteins with unrelated functions and, when folded together into a superhelix, provides a versatile platform for protein--protein interactions. CNOT9 was previously shown to interact with poly(G), poly(C), and poly(T) oligonucleotides, but was reported to have little or no detectable affinity for poly(A) sequences ([@B29]). The authors observed a positively charged cleft on the surface of CNOT9 and identified Arg227 in the cleft as important for nucleotide binding. The functional significance of this oligonucleotide binding remains unclear. However, as CNOT9 appears to be located in close proximity to the deadenylase module in the CCR4--NOT complex ([@B52]; [@B9]), it may contribute in some way to the deadenylase activity.

![**Other CCR4--NOT protein structures. (A)** Crystal structure of human CNOT9 (PDB ID: 2FV2). The amino acid Arg227 implicated in nucleic acid binding is shown in stick representation. **(B)** Electrostatic surface representation of human CNOT9 showing the position of Arg227 in a region of positive charge. **(C)** Crystal structure of the human CNOT1 MIF4G domain in complex with a TTP peptide (PDB ID: 4J8S). The CNOT1 MIF4G domain is colored orange and the TTP peptide is colored green. **(D)** Electrostatic surface representation of the CNOT1 MIF4G domain showing the binding surface for the TTP peptide, shown in green stick representation. **(E)** The domain organization of yeast Not4 and human CNOT4. Shown below are the structural model of the human CNOT4 RING--UbcH5b complex (left; PDB ID: 1UR6) and the solution structure of the RRM (right, PDB ID: 2CPI) domain. The CNOT4 RING and RRM domains are shown in pale blue, and UbcH5b is shown in white.](fgene-05-00137-g006){#F6}

Tristetraprolin (TTP) is an RNA-binding protein that interacts with the CCR4--NOT complex to post-transcriptionally repress gene expression ([@B57]). It achieves this by interacting with AU-rich elements (AREs) in 3′ untranslated regions of target mRNAs and subsequently engenders their deadenylation and decay. [@B27] identified an evolutionarily conserved C-terminal motif in human TTP that binds to the central region of CNOT1. A subsequent crystal structure reveals that a TTP peptide from residues 312--326 binds into a conserved hydrophobic groove between helices α1 and α3 of the CNOT1 MIF4G domain from residues 820--999 (**Figures [6C,D](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). This is in good agreement with the finding by [@B57] that the CNOT1 region from amino acids 700--997 is important for the interaction with TTP. The central portion of the peptide forms a short two-turn amphipathic α-helix that binds into the groove, while the termini of the peptide forms a network of electrostatic interactions with surrounding negatively charged residues in CNOT1. An *in vitro* assay for TTP-mediated deadenylation showed that a mutant of TTP that could not bind to CNOT1 displayed severely impaired deadenylation, demonstrating that the TTP--CNOT1 interaction is required for TTP-mediated deadenylation *in vitro*. Similarly, TTP was found to require its C-terminal CNOT1-interacting motif for efficient decay of a target mRNA *in vivo*. The miRNA-associated protein GW182, which also binds to the CCR4--NOT complex via two CIMs, is believed to bind to different regions of CNOT1, as the TTP and GW182 CIMs share no homology ([@B26], [@B27]).

One key difference between yeast and vertebrate CCR4--NOT complexes is the CNOT4/Not4 protein, which has been shown to function as an E3 ubiquitin ligase. In yeast, Not4 is a stable member of the CCR4--NOT complex and interacts with Not1 via its C-terminus ([@B1]; [@B54]). In human cells, the homologous CNOT4 does not bind stably to CNOT1 and is only recruited to the CCR4--NOT complex under certain unspecified conditions ([@B37]), indicating that some functions of CNOT4 may be performed outside the complex. However, the Not4 function is conserved as human CNOT4 can partially compensate for the absence of the yeast protein ([@B2]). The yeast and human proteins share similar N-terminal regions (44% sequence identity over the first 230 amino acids of CNOT4) but divergent C-terminal regions, possibly reflecting their different associations with the CCR4--NOT complex (**Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). The NMR structure of the CNOT4 RING domain has been determined and a structural model of the CNOT4 RING domain has been reported in complex with its E2 conjugating enzyme partner UbcH5B ([@B32]; [@B21]), revealing the structural basis for E2/E3 specificity (**Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). A solution structure has also been determined for the CNOT4 RNA-recognition motif (RRM, PDB ID: 2CPI; unpublished, **Figure [6E](#F6){ref-type="fig"}**). No structures are available for the C-terminal of CNOT4 or Not4, which has no identifiable domains. Known substrates of Not4 include the nascent polypeptide-associated Egd complex, a ribosomal chaperone, the ribosomal protein Rps7a, and the demethylase Jhd2. More recently, Not4 has been shown to play a role in protein quality control via its involvement in proteasome assembly ([@B54]), and this role is distinct from the CCR4--NOT deadenylase activity ([@B31]).

PERSPECTIVES
============

Significant progress has been made in recent years towards understanding the three-dimensional structure and assembly of the CCR4--NOT complex. The interactions of the subunits in the core CCR4--NOT complex have been mapped and structures are now available for both the conserved deadenylase and NOT modules. Combining this wealth of structures at the atomic level with a low resolution negative staining EM map of the yeast CCR4--NOT complex facilitates modeling the CCR4--NOT complex (**Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**), thus providing a more complete view of the complex. However, it should be stressed that such models are only a prediction and further structure-function studies are needed to elucidate the functional roles of the deadenylase and NOT modules and to study the mechanism of crosstalk between them.

Another important question to be addressed is why the deadenylase module contains two deadenylase enzymes, Ccr4 and Caf1. It is unclear how these enzymes cooperate and whether they play specialized or redundant roles ([@B66]). Both Ccr4 and Caf1 have a preference for poly(A) RNA substrates, but *S. cerevisiae* Caf1 has a SEDQ motif in place of the DEDD motif in its catalytic site and may not be active *in vivo*, serving only a structural role in recruiting Ccr4 to the complex ([@B8]). In human cells, it is further unclear why two paralogs exist for Ccr4 (CNOT6, CNOT6L) and for Caf1 (CNOT7, CNOT8).

Whilst the structure and assembly of the core CCR4--NOT complex is better understood, little remains known about how various regulatory factors interact with the CCR4--NOT complex to regulate its multiple functions. It is also unclear how the CCR4--NOT complex targets specific mRNAs, which may involve a number of factors including the deadenylase module, the NOT module, poly(A)-binding protein PABP, translation factors and RNA-binding proteins \[see ([@B16]) for a review\]. Further structural studies will therefore be valuable in order to provide a more complete picture of the CCR4--NOT complex, to delineate the roles of its subunits and the interplay between them, and the association of the CCR4--NOT complex with various regulatory factors.
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